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Yogi Bhajan, a Master of Kundalini Yoga. He was a 39-year-old recent 
émigré from India to the USA, he left behind a government career in 
order to realize the vision of bringing Kundalini Yoga to the West. 
 
In the turbulent, drug culture of the 60s, Yogi Bhajan first reached out to the youth. He 
recognized their experimentation with drugs and “altered states of consciousness” expressed 
a deeper desire to experience a holistic, liberating sense of awareness and a longing for family, 
for connection with themselves and one another.

Soon realizing that pharmaceuticals provided, at best, a cheap imitation to the peaceful, inner 
euphoria they could get naturally from Kundalini Yoga, and at worst, had debilitating physical 
and mental side effects, young people began flocking to his classes, arriving by the busloads. 
He created a family, known as 3HO (Healthy, Happy, Holy Organization) and soon 3HO teaching 
centers began springing up across the United States and throughout the world.

He sparked a movement whose many tendrils have wound their way into our culture. Yogi 
Bhajan blazed a trail, which today, after more than 30 years of determined effort on the part 
of 3HO and the Kundalini Research Institute, yoga and meditation have gained widespread 
acceptance in the West. This popular attention speaks not only to the proven benefits of yoga 
and meditation, but also to the increasing public interest in spirituality and a healthy lifestyle.

Sometimes each person’s load can only be taken collectively. Collectively we can pull the 
weight. We have a collec ve strength in us, hand in hand, in friendship, in the love, and in the 
a ec on. Do not keep things to yourself and say, ‘I cannot.’ There is nothing you cannot do. 
10/5/01 - Yogi Bhajan Ji



The Great British Kundalini Yoga Festival is a five-day yoga retreat set in 
the heart of the beautiful ST ALBANS countryside that is packed full of 
music, kundalini yoga, nature and healing. 
 
The main goal of the great British Kundalini Yoga Festival is to provide an environment where people 
can come together to experience and enjoy positive, healthy and supportive group energy through 
yogic practice and wisdom based on the teachings of Yogi Bhajan. 
 
This year our festival truly builds upon the energy of what has been before. Our years together 
have provided us with a solid foundation and as we enter our 14th year celebrating the power and 
teachings of Kundalini yoga. 
 
This years festival theme will focus on the numerology of 2018, 2+0+1+8= making 2018 a 11 year 
 
2018 is a year for breaking the unwanted and karmic ties, the chains, and the bonds. And renewing 
your bond with the Infinite, the Eternal, the Unchanging. Bound to the One within your heart you will 
be free of everything else. 
From that state you will discover how the unlikely path becomes the only path. 
 

NUMBER 11...
Gurprasaad: 11 is an expression of the individualised soul having passed through the zero state and 
now living the mutual and parallel state of relation in mutuality. As if to say ‘Oh God, this light that 
i and others have called myself is in fact all yours.’ Gurprasaad means to discover the light that was 
always the case, and to discover it within our self. 

Like a hidden light that was always there in the dark. It was the Self that was illuminating the search 
for the self. The realisation of the unison between the micro self and the macro self which can be 
experienced through the realisation God and me, God, and me are one.

WHAT TO EXPECT AT THE FESTIVAL: 
 
Our intention for this festival is to provide a safe place for our community to be together and share 
the teachings of Yogi Bhajan and Kundalini yoga.  
 
Each day typically begins at 5am, where we get together for a spiritual practice called sadhana that 
includes: a sacred prayer (japji sahib), yoga, chanting and song. The practice is offered within this 
special ambrosial time (Amrit vela) to salute the dawn of each day and align our energies to a spiritual 
vibration. 
 
Directly afterwards we share a healthy breakfast together in the food hall 
 
Our morning program is offered with a choice of workshops that are themed specifically to the 
energy of the day. 
 
We come together for lunch in the food hall, this year we are blessed to have Herb-a-licious Foods 
a UK leading plant based catering company specialising in yoga and wellbeing retreats along with 
workshops and cookery classes! We are delighted to have Rachel Leigh-Janney from Herb-a-licious 
Foods leading the catering at GBKYF this year. Rachel and her team will be creating a nutritious 
menu for us.  

At 6pm we meet for the all-camp meditation that will honor the theme of GOD AND ME, ME AND 
GOD, ARE ONE and gives us a chance to come together as a community 



MISSEL GROUPS
On registration you will be allocated a missel group and this will be the group you will join 
for morning check in and seva work. Check-in is a process where attendees are invited, at the 
beginning of each day, to share their struggles, questions, dilemmas, accomplishments related 
to their practice and their experience of the festival. Check-in requires attendees to listen and 
offer support, ideas, whilst be guided by the missel group leader. The goal of check-in is to help 
attendees have the most enjoyable festival experience and a chance to voice needs and ways 
we can make you stay more enjoyable.

SEVA
Part of the missal group mission is to help and serve the sangat through 
self-less service.

WHAT IS SEVA?
Truly, it is the authentic desire to serve our community or vision for the people. The GBKYF has 
been built upon Seva from the outset.
This year our group have spent inordinate amounts of time working together to build a festival 
that will offer something truly magical to our community. It is our intention that the souls who 
visit our combined vision will take this vibration into their hearts and nourish themselves until 
we meet again.
We bow our heads to all of our teachers on the timetable. They have given their time and 
energy to specifically prepare workshops that work with our vision and to offer something 
special for the community. We are very grateful for this Seva.
To our fellow beings that will join us on this journey- we would like to ask that you appreciate 
that all of our work has been done in between our daily obligations as Seva.
We ask that you forgive us in advance for any errors that we may make either in our preparations 
or our management of the event.

GURDWARA
Gurdwara is a place of worship for Sikhs. People from all faiths, and those who do not profess 
any faith, are welcomed in Sikh gurdwaras. Each gurdwarahas a Darbar Sahib where the current 
and everlasting guru of the Sikhs, the scripture Guru Granth Sahib, is placed on a takhalmmlolt 
(an elevated throne) in a prominent central position. The raagis (who sing Ragas) recite, sing 
and explain, the verses from the Guru Granth Sahib, in the presence of the congregation.
Sardarni   Navleen Kaur will be teaching sacred chanting with shabads( sikh hymns) from the Siri 
Guru Granth Sahib. Her workshop will allow for participants to connect with the vibration of the 
word. A sacred and healing space will be created in the Gurdwara allowing peace for those that 
need healing through the recitation of Sukhmani Sahib( prayer of peace)

An opportunity to take a personal hukamnama will also be given which is a personalised reading 
specifically for each individual to reflect and be guided by the divine light and embodiment of 
the sacred  scriptures



THE AQUARIAN SADHANA
 
“What is sadhana? It’s a committed prayer. It is self-enrichment. It is not something which is done to 
please somebody or to gain something. Sadhana is a personal process in which you bring out your 
best.”
-Yogi Bhajan

Sadhana means daily spiritual practice. It is the foundation of all spiritual endeavor. Sadhana is your 
personal, individual spiritual effort. It is the main tool you use to work on yourself to achieve the 
purpose of life. It can be done alone or in a group. Sadhana is whatever you do consistently to clear 
your own consciousness so you can relate to the infinity within you. Before you face the world each 
day, do yourself a favor—tune up your nervous system and attune yourself to your highest inner self. 
To cover all your bases, it will include exercise, meditation, and prayer. 

During what are called the “ambrosial hours” (the two and a half hours just before sunrise), when 
the sun is at a sixty-degree angle to the Earth, the energy you put into your sadhana gets maximum 
results. Your world is quieter. It’s easier to meditate and concentrate before the hustle and bustle of 
the day begins. If you absolutely cannot get up early in the morning to do sadhana, then do it some 
other time! Doing sadhana at any time of the day or night will benefit you. 

EVENING EVENTS PROGRAMME 
 
FRIDAY EVENING 25TH - YOGI AMANDEEP WORKSHOP 
SATURDAY EVENING 26TH - EVENING OF BLISSFUL KIRTAN 
SUNDAY EVENING 27TH – KUNDALINI MANTRA & SACRED FIRE CEREMONY 
MONDAY EVENING 28TH - GONG OUT NIGHT - Hari Karam, Preetam Kaur & Madeleine Shrimpton
TUESDAY EVENING 29TH - YOGIS GOT TALENT – a showcase of the festivals superstars, young 
and old sharing their gifts followed by CELEBRATION AND KUNDALINI CLUBBING DANCE EVENT 

TIMETABLE

4.45 AM  WAKE UP BELL
5.00 - 7.30 AM  AQUARIAN SADHANA
7.30 - 8.30 AM  BREAKFAT
8.30 - 9.00 AM  MISSEL GROUPS
9.00 - 9.30 AM  SEVA GROUPS
10.00 - 12.30 PM MORNING WORKSHOPS
12.30 - 13.30 PM LUNCH BREAK
15.00 - 17.30 PM  AFTERNOON WORKSHOPS
18.00 - 18.30 PM  ALL CAMP MEDITATION
18.30 - 19.30 PM  DINNER
20.00 - 22.00 PM  EVENING PROGRAMME
22.30 PM  LIGHTS OUT

DAILY GURDWARA PROGRAM: PLEASE CHECK NOTICE BOARD
WOMENS AND MENS GROUPS: PLEASE CHECK NOTICE BOARD
BAZZAR AND TEA AREA WILL BE OPEN FROM 9AM – 22.00PM
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TEEN SCHEDULE
As a “teenager” in our society you are usually still treated as a child, but in the yogic community you 
are an adult-in-training and are invited to experience new responsibilities, opportunities and the joy 
and respect that come from playing a vital role in the bigger game of life. Come join Hari Karam 
Singh, Teen Coordinator, and others for special activities where you’ll have the chance to challenge 
yourself, learn about life (what they don’t teach you in school), make some new friends of all ages, 
and have some plain, good old fun.
 
Come find Hari Karam (he can’t wait to meet you) once you arrive and settle in.

TALENT AND CELEBRATION EVENING
Yogis and Yoginis are encouraged to contribute to The festival Talent Show by performing a song, 
dance, playing an instrument, presenting a poem, acting a scene, or any performance suitable for 
our audience. This is also a great opportunity to share any cultural traditions or talents you or your 
children may have. Participating in The festival Talent Show will be an experience that you and the 
community will always remember.

BAZZAR
Sat Nam all, this is Tej Ravi Singh at the bazaar and healing area for your Great British Kundalini 
Yoga Festival this year. We have many stalls at our festival this year from clothes, raw food, projects, 
desserts, cosmetics, drinks, clothes, crystals, jewellery and more. From the healers we have shiatsu, 
regular massage, reiki, indian head massage and more. The bazaar will be open all day from 9am till 
10pm. The healing area will be available to book when you get to the festival once the healers have 
set their times out and rooms have been allocated. First come first serve basis and phone numbers 
will be available so messages can be sent and received to book slots. I will be available for help and 
the main forms for booking will be on the doors of the healing rooms. My telephone number will be 
available too and i will be in and around the bazaar area too. Sat Nam 
 

HEALING ROOMS
If you have a healing modality you would like to offer at the festival please contact us to arrange 
room rental. 

MEN & WOMENS GROUPS
Women’s Circle with Ishwara Kaur
As women, we are the grace of god and yet we do not always feel this or live it.  It is time to bring the 
unwanted chains that hold us, out into the light.  When they lurk in the shadows, they control you.  
When you bring them out into the light and face them, they can no longer have any control over you.  
The Women’s Circle will provide this opportunity.  We will create a space of safety and intimacy where 
you can dare to share.

Men’s Gathering with Kirpal Singh
As men we tend to look for short term accomplishments and so lose ourselves in the outside world. 
It’s in the company of other men, in a spiritual gathering, that we connect to our deep longing to 
represent the Highest: to bring us to excellence, to become the image of God.
Together we will explore how to get in touch with ourselves and to maintain that connection.  We 
will learn how to have soul promoting rather than soul demoting habits and how to implement them 
in our lives.  



KUNDALINI CLUBBING
Following this we dive deep into the Kundalini Dance, which is a 
journey through the seven chakras, using earth and cosmic energy to 
bring balance to the physical, emotional, mental and spiritual body.
Now it’s time to dance freely and let ourselves go with some Conscious
Clubbing. Finally we lie down and surrender completely to a deeply 
healing Gong Bath. Kundalini Clubbing is run by Mark Keane and 
Kirsty Lewis/Steve.

PHONE USE & SCREEN TIME
Technology and social media impact all of our lives and may even play a big part of our life’s, here at 
the festival we are requesting mindfulness  when it comes to social media and smartphone usage in 
order to continue to enjoy creating a sense of community and sangat.
Please take the opportunity to  connect , share and relate to one other when you feel the itch to 
check your  phone updates., 
1. We have a filtered Wi-Fi password for kids and teens: Peacock100.
2. And for adults Academy CLIENT password: Parrot200

PHOTOGRAPHY
We hope you will capture many happy moments from the festival and share them with us. We will 
have a member of our team who will be taking pictures during the festival and during workshops, 
if you feel you would not like to feature in any of the photos please come to the reception office to 
sign a disclaimer form.

FIRST AID:
There will be a first aider on site, if you are feeling unwell or need assistance please visit the front 
reception area where help can be given. There will be an overnight number available on the notice 
board.

WHO IS THE GRDP?
 
The inspiration of the 4th Sikh Guru, Guru Ram Das, is to selflessly serve the Divine through serving 
others. Understanding that everyone has something to give, finding ways to bring out the best in 
people, and drawing us all together in community.
 
For the last 15 years the Guru Ram Das Project has been supporting the physical, mental and spiritual 
wellbeing of individuals and communities most in need by providing Kundalini Yoga and Meditation 
classes.
These are people often invisible and marginalised as well as in crisis. Past, present and future clients 
groups include: the elderly, those with dementia, mental health service users, addicts in recovery, 
homeless people, prisoners, women escaping domestic violence, and cancer patients and their 
families.
 
We also organise events to bring people together in the spirit of mutual understanding and a 
recognition that True Dharma knows no division of race or gender or creed.



ETIQUETTE GUIDELINES
• Keep the space clean and tidy.

• Remove shoes in the yoga rooms.

• Switch mobile phones to airplane mode when in a workshop.

• Maintain silence unless otherwise specified once a workshop starts.

• Be respectable of the furniture and equipment (liable for damage or loss)

• Don’t let it get so serious you’re not having fun!

You are responsible for yourself and your personal belongings, keep them safe.

WAIVER
We provide a nurturing and safe environment, but no responsibility will be taken for any injuries 
incurred during the retreat. If at any time during the class, you feel discomfort or strain, gently come 
out of the posture. You may rest at any time during the class. It is important in yoga that you listen to 
your body, and respect its limits at any given time.

The festival is committed to sharing this experience with respect for all living beings including other 
people and their belongings, animals and plants on the festival site. In order that we all keep safe 
please note that fires including tea lights and incense are strictly forbidden. Please do not bring 
drugs, alcohol, cigarettes or pets to the festival.

CHILDRESN CAMP SCHEDULE
“Children are your living embodiment of your dignity, intelligence, and your consciousness.
…Remember, children are your chance of liberation. They are gift from God so you can serve the 
house of Guru forever. If you understand, you shall understand God at the last minute.”
Yogi Bhajan, International Khalsa Council, Dec 30, 1984.

This year we invite you to experience a nurturing space at the GBKYF inside the children camp, 
where children and parent/carers can simply be themselves. Where we can leave our conditioning 
behind and open up to more love, acceptance and growth through sharing the space together, 
through games, music, arts and laughter.

Within this container adults would be encouraged to connect to their inner child , full of innocence, 
initiative and curiosity. Where any child would be accepted and supported just the way they are. A 
place, where we can strip right down to the centre of our love and gratitude.

 A community which will inspire and uplift every one of us to the highest potential.

Ages:
0-4 years to be cared for parent/carer within the children camp area
5-12 years can be left in children camp with specifically chosen sevadars
13-17 years to group up for teen camp with Hari Karam.

FOOD HALL: HERB-A-LICIOUS
We come together for lunch in the food hall, this here we are blessed to have  Herb-a-licious Foods 
a UK leading plant based catering company specialising in yoga and wellbeing retreats along with 
workshops and cookery classes! 

We are delighted to have Rachel Leigh-Janney from Herb-a-licious Foods leading the catering at 
GBKYF this year. Rachel and her team will be creating a nutritious menu for us.  
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We hope you have enjoyed your time at the festival this year, May the energy 
and work you have done here carry you forward into the year ahead.

Organisation into creating the festival starts many months before the actual event; 
our team come together for the first group meeting in September. This meeting is the 

seed and beginning of the festival we will hold the following year. If you have moved, touched or 
inspired by the festival and the space created by the sangat and sevadars 

and feel you would like to offer something back that may allow others to come and experience this 
amazing space we create once a year. If you were feeling called to be 

part of the team next year please send us a message and let us know how you would 
like to serve we would love to hear from you.

Would you like to keep up to date with news and events we are planning for the year then please follow 
us, like us and subscribe to our newsletter or email Jagkaley@hotmail.com.

MAY THE LONG TIME SUN SHINE UPON YOU…ALWAYS 

GBKY FESTIVAL TEAM 2018: 
THIS YEARS FESTIVAL TEAM
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TEEN SCHEDULE
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SCOTTY LEIGH-JANNEY 
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